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• The Domestic Homicides Project
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Suspected victim suicides
Perpetrator MHI
Perpetrator suicides
Prior contacts with services

• Timely

The Domestic Homicides Project
To understand better domestic homicides and suspected victim suicides in England
and Wales during Covid-19 and lockdown, in particular:
• the true scale and nature of domestic homicide and suspected victim suicide deaths
during the pandemic and lockdown compared with previous years;
• typologies of perpetrators, and to what extent they were already known to police;
• rapid learning for police from an examination of domestic homicide and suicide
deaths about how police might identify, intervene or manage risks to prevent such
deaths
Definition: Domestic homicides, but also “where it appears that a person has died by
suicide or there is an unexplained death as a result of or following domestic abuse”

Suspected victim suicides
• First study to systematically capture VS
• 39 (/215 deaths) in 12 months (18%)
• 90% female
• Similar abuse profile to IPH & prior abuse
mainly IPV: coercive control, non-fatal
strangulation, and separation common risk
factors
• Lockdowns – more ‘trapped’ (with suspect,
lack of other escape routes)
• But other triggers / factors at play too

Perpetrator MHI
• MHI not a causal factor
• Second most common risk
factor identified (30%)
• 8% psychotic disorder
• 12% D&A
• 11% not specified

Strongly associated with case type
• MHI especially present in AFH cases (51%)
• Supported by previous studies:
• High proportion of AFH suspects had diagnosed MH disorders (Montique 2019,
Home Office 2016)
• 34% of family homicide perpetrators had psychiatric symptoms at the time of
offence (Oram et al 2013)
• Co-occurrence with alcohol and drug misuse in our data
• Smaller but sizeable group of IPH suspects (29%)
• More depression/anxiety and some threats of suicide

Perpetrator suicides/suicidality
• In total, 9% of suspects took their own life
• As well, 14% of cases were recorded as previously known to police for threats of
suicide – higher in IP cases, followed by AFH
• Perpetrator suicidality as risk factor supported by wider research – 3x more likely
than other perpetrators to have markers of suicidal tendencies (Bridger et al. 2017;
Button et al. 2017); 70% of DH suspects known to MH services reported previous
suicidal thoughts (Calcia 2021)
• But – suicidality/threats must be seen in context of coercive control, where the
perpetrator makes threats of suicide as one method of controlling the victim,
especially to prevent them from leaving (Myhill and Hohl 2016)

Context is key
1. Intimate partner homicide-suicide (all male suspects):
• Younger couples (aged under 55) – previous high-risk DA, threats to kill,
attempts to separate
• Older couples (both partners aged 65 or older) – possible ‘mercy’ killings or
‘suicide pacts’? Usually not known to police
• ‘Familicide’ – whole family, no suspects had previous police record
2. Child deaths – mothers, minority of whom took own lives (2&1 attempt – all
previous DA victims)

Victim or suspect prior agency
contact
Known to
Partner Agencies
Typology

Adult Family
Child Death
Intimate Partner
Other
Victim Suicide
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Yes
n

%

20
15
53
1
29
118

52.6
71.4
50.5
20.0
74.4
56.7

Discussion points
1. How should we interpret perpetrator suicidality?
• Important not to just see mental illness as cause
• Strong links to CCB and separation
• However – suicidality / threats clearly a risk factor to victims
• Perpetrator suicidality higher in IPH cases but MHI overall higher in AFH cases.
Does this support idea that suicide threats used as tool of control?
2. What are the implications for MH services, and joint working with police and
partners?
3. How can we appropriately discuss and place MH dimensions without appearing
to excuse or pathologise perpetrators?
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